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On-Line Trajectory Generation:
Nonconstant Motion Constraints
Torsten Kröger
Abstract— A concept of on-line trajectory generation for
robot motion control systems enabling instantaneous reactions
to unforeseen sensor events was introduced in a former publication. This previously proposed class of algorithms requires
constant kinematic motion constraints, and this paper extends
the approach by the usage of time-variant motion constraints,
such that low-level trajectory parameters can now abruptly
be changed, and the system can react instantaneously within
the same control cycle (typically one millisecond or less). This
feature is important for instantaneous switchings between state
spaces and reference frames at sensor-dependent instants of
time, and for the usage of the algorithm as a control submodule
in a hybrid switched robot motion control system. Real-world
experimental results of two sample use-cases highlight the
practical relevance of this extension.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensor integration in the feedback loops of low-level
motion controllers belongs to key technologies for the future
advancement of robot arm controllers. It is important to
enable robot motion controllers to instantaneously switch
from sensor-guided motion control (e.g., force/torque control
[1] or visual servo control [2]) to trajectory-following motion
control (and vice versa) at unforeseen instants. This way,
new event-based robot programming methodologies can be
realized as robots become enabled to react instantaneously
in the moment the event is detected. In recent works [3],
[4], a concept of on-line trajectory generation (OTG) was
proposed. The resulting algorithms run in parallel to lowlevel motion controllers and are able to compute a trajectory
from arbitrary states of motion within the same control cycle
that the unforeseen switching occurs. The major limitation of
the algorithms described in [3] is that only constant kinematic
motion constraints can be applied to them, that is,


~i max , A
~ imax , J~imax , D
~ imax = const ∀ i ∈ Z ,
Bi = V
(1)
where the columns of the matrix Bi contain the maximum
~ max at a discrete instant Ti , the maximum
velocity vector V
i
~ max , the maximum jerk vector J~ max ,
acceleration vector A
i
i
and/or even a vector for the maximum derivatives of jerk
~ max . This paper extends the algorithms of [3], such that
D
i
time-variant values for all elements of Bi can be applied.
This way, the algorithm can generate a trajectory even if
one or more elements of the current state of motion



T
~i , A
~ i , J~i = 1 M
~ i, . . . , k M
~ i, . . . , K M
~i
Mi = P~i , V
(2)
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exceed the values of Bi . In eqn. (2), K represents the number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the robotic system; P~i
~i the velocity, A
~ i the acceleration,
contains the position, V
~
and Ji the jerk at the discrete instant Ti . The major benefits
of this extension will be:
• The values of the kinematic motion constraints can
be abruptly increased or decreased, such that motion
trajectory parameters can be adapted on-line and the
system reacts to the change immediately within one
control cycle (commonly, one millisecond or less).
• The algorithm can be used as a control submodule in a
hybrid switched robot motion control system, which is
available even if sensors fail.
• Instantaneous switchings between state spaces and reference frames at unforeseen instants become possible.
• One of the prerequisites for the embedding of robot
dynamics to the OTG concept is set up (future work).
The next section introduces related works, Sec. III describes
the extension of the OTG algorithm, and Sec. IV discusses
real-world experimental results of this extended class of OTG
algorithms.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The works most related to this paper are [5]–[11], all
of which belong to the fields of robot motion control [12]
and trajectory generation [13], [14] in robotic systems. Macfarlane et al. [5] present a jerk-bounded, near-time-optimal
trajectory planner that uses quintic splines, which are also
computed on-line but only for one-DOF systems. In [6], Cao
et al. use rectangular jerk pulses to compute trajectories, but
initial accelerations different from zero cannot be applied.
Compared to the multi-DOF approach presented here, the
latter method has been developed for one-dimensional problems only. Broquère et al. [7] published a work that uses
an on-line trajectory generator for an arbitrary number of
independently acting DOFs. The approach is very similar
to the one of Liu [8] and is based on the classic sevensegment acceleration profile [15]. With regard to [4], it is
a Type V on-line trajectory generation approach designed
for handling several DOFs individually. Another very recent
concept was proposed by Haddadin et al. [11]; Instead of
generating motion trajectories, virtual springs and damping
elements are setup up used as input values for a Cartesian
impedance controller of the robot.
A disadvantage of [5], [6], [8] is that they cannot cope
with initial acceleration values unequal to zero. A further,
recent work of Haschke et al. [9] presents an on-line trajectory planner in the very same sense as [3] does. The
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proposed algorithm generates jerk-limited trajectories from
arbitrary states of motion, but it suffers from numerical
stability problems, that is, it may happen, that no jerk-limited
trajectory can be calculated. In such a case, a second-order
trajectory with infinite jerks is calculated. Furthermore, the
algorithm only allows target velocities of zero. Ahn et al.
[10] proposed a work for the on-line calculation of onedimensional motion trajectories for any given state of motion
and with arbitrary target states of motion, that is, with target
velocities and target accelerations unequal to zero. Sixthorder polynomials are used to represent the trajectory, which
is called arbitrary states polynomial-like trajectory (ASPOT).
The major drawback of this work is that no kinematic motion
constraints, such as maximum velocity, acceleration, and jerk
values, can be specified.

Set-points
for lowerlevel control

III. T HE E XTENDED A LGORITHM
Let us first describe the extension of the OTG algorithm
in a generic manner and afterwards concretely by means of
the extension of the OTG Types III – V.1

Fig. 1.

Input and output values of the Type IX OTG algorithm (cf. [3]).

A. Formal Description
This nomenclature used here is inherited from [3], [4]. Let
us define a trajectory Mi (t), which is calculated at a discrete
time instant Ti , as
n


1
mi (t), 1 Vi , . . . , l mi (t), l Vi ,
Mi (t) =
(3)
o
. . . , L mi (t), L Vi
,
where the elements l mi (t) are matrices of motion polynomials


l
l
p~i (t), l~vi (t), l~ai (t), l~ji (t)
mi (t) =
T
~ i (t)
.
= l1 m
~ i (t), . . . , lk m
~ i (t), . . . , lK m
(4)
Time-discrete values are represented by capital letters, timecontinuous values by lower case letters. A trajectory segment
l of a single DOF k is described by the motion polynomials

l
~ i (t) = lk pi (t), lk vi (t), lk ai (t), lk ji (t) ,
(5)
km

the algorithm to time-optimally transfer an arbitrary current
state of motion Mi into the desired target state of motion


~ trgt , A
~ trgt , J~ trgt
Mitrgt = P~itrgt , V
(7)
i
i
i
under consideration of the kinematic motion constraints Bi .
The algorithm works memoryless and calculates only the
state of motion of the next control cycle, Mi+1 (because an
unforeseen sensor event may occur until Ti+1 ). The cycle
time commonly is in the range of one millisecond or less to
be able to react instantaneously, that is, in the same control
cycle an unforeseen switching event occurs.
The algorithms described in [3] require constant values
of Bi (cf. eqn. (1)) and are extended now, such that the
elements of Bi can be time-variant. The extension works in
the same way as the basic algorithms of [3] do, but here an
additional decision tree is connected upstream of each basic
decision tree. The case in which one or more elements of the
~ i exceed their corresponding
initial motion state values k M
~ i has to be considered in this extension, and
constraints of k B
it may happen at any discrete time instant Ti with i ∈ Z
and k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, in which

where lk pi (t) represents the position progression, lk vi (t) the
velocity progression, lk ai (t) the acceleration progression, and
l
k ji (t) the jerk progression. According to eqn. (3), a complete
trajectory is described by L segments, and each segment l is
|k Vi | > k Vi max and/or |k Ai | > k Aimax and/or
accompanied by a set of time intervals
|k Ji | > k Jimax and/or |k Di | > k Dimax
l
l−1 l 
l
l
l
l
(8)
Vi = 1 ϑi , . . . ,k ϑi , . . . , K ϑi , where k ϑi =
k ti , k ti ,
~
is
true.
Furthermore,
motion
states
M
may
occur,
which
are
k
i
(6)
~ i at instant Ti , but which
such that a single set of motion polynomials lk m
~ i (t) is only within their respective bounds k B
~ i at a time
will lead to an unavoidable future exceeding of k B
valid within the interval lk ϑi .
Fig. 1 shows the input and output values of the OTG instant Ti+u :
algorithm in a generic manner (cf. [3]). It is the task of | V | > V max and/or | A | > A max and/or
k i+u
k i
k i+u
k i
~ max are irrelevant; for the
the OTG Types I – II, J~imax and D
i
~ max are not relevant, because they are not
Types III – V, the values of D
i
considered by these types of OTG algorithms (cf. [3]).
1 For

|k Ji+u | >
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max
k Ji

and/or |k Di+u | > k Dimax
with u ∈ N\{0} .

(9)

Fig. 2. This decision tree is applied prior to the decision trees of the Type III – V OTG algorithms described in [3]. Its task is to bring all motion
state values Mi into their limits Bi and to guarantee that the elements of Mi can remain within in these bounds. For this purpose, one or more of the
intermediate acceleration profiles, which are shown on the left, are connected upstream of the acceleration profiles selected by the main algorithm (cf. [3],
[4]).

If one or more of the cases in eqns. (8) and (9) are true,
the extended algorithm has to select and parameterize Λ
intermediate trajectory segments lk m
~ i with l ∈ {1, . . . , Λ}
with corresponding time intervals lk ϑi with l ∈ {1, . . . , Λ}
(cf. eqns. (5) and (6)) in order to guide these values back
into their bounds, and furthermore to bring the DOF k of the
system into a state of motion after which the motion variables
~ i . Therefore,
can be kept within the constraint values of k B
this set of intermediate trajectory segments is determined
and executed prior to the segments that are generated by
~ i with l ∈ {Λ + 1, . . . , L} and
the basic algorithm: lk m
l
ϑ
with
l
∈
{Λ
+ 1, . . . , L}. Corresponding to the
k i
type of OTG, velocity profiles (Type I, II), acceleration
profiles (Type III – V), or jerk profiles (Type VI – IX) are
applied, respectively. As for the basic algorithms [3], [4], it is
absolutely essential that the additional decision tree and the
respective intermediate motion profiles cover the complete
input space of the algorithm; otherwise there would be input
values Wi (cf. Fig. 1) to which no trajectory, that is, no
output signal Mi+1 , can be generated.

B. Extension by Means of Type III – V OTG Algorithms
Based on the OTG Types III – V, we will derive the
required extension in this subsection; these types generate
jerk-limited trajectories (cf. [3]). Fig. 2 shows the respective
decision tree in a minimized version. The execution of the
intermediate trajectory segments shown on the left of Fig. 2
(Λ+1)
is finished at
k ti (cf. eqns. (6) and (3)), and we have to

assure, that
−k Vi max
−k Ai max

≤
≤

k vi
k ai



(Λ+1)
k ti



(Λ+1)
k ti



≤

+k Vi max



≤

+k Ai max

∧

(10)
hold for all DOFs k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Furthermore, we have

(Λ+1)
to ensure for each DOF k that if we bring k ai
t
i
k
to zero by applying the maximum possible jerk ±k Jimax ,
the maximum velocity value of k Vi max is not exceeded
again (neither positively nor negatively). Therefore, the plain
condition


2
(Λ+1)


t
k ai
i
k
(Λ+1)
≤ k Vi max (11)
k vi
k ti ±
max
J
k i
has to be fulfilled for all DOFs k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. In the
following, the extension is derived in order to let eqns. (10)
and (11) be true and to subsequently apply the basic part of
a Type III, IV, or V OTG algorithm (cf. [3]).
The minimized decision tree of Fig. 2 takes advantage
of sign switchings. Since this tree is executed prior to all
basic decision trees of OTG Types III – V and also prior to
the further decision tree for the synchronization of multiple
DOFs, the letter X has been chosen to replace the actual
tree identifier (e.g., 1A, 1B, or 2). Decision X.001 leads
to a switching of signs for the initial and for the target
state of motion if the current acceleration value k Ai is
negative. Hence, k Ai is positive for decision X.002. This
decision checks whether k Aimax is currently exceeded. If
it is exceeded, we set up a first intermediate acceleration
profile segment (NegLin), which brings Ai down to k Aimax
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by applying −k Jimax . The decisions X.003 and X.004 check
whether k Vi max is positively or negatively exceeded. Since
our current acceleration value is positive, decision X.003
calculates the velocity value that we would obtain if we were
to bring the acceleration value to zero (which increases the
velocity value). If the resulting velocity is then greater than
+k Vi max , we decrease the acceleration to zero by applying
−k Jimax again (NegLin), perform a switching of signs, and
let the decisions X.005 to X.008 bring the velocity value into
its bounds. Decision X.004 only checks whether −k Vi max
is exceeded. If this is the case, we continue at decision
X.005. For this decision, we know that the velocity is less
than −k Vi max , and the acceleration is positive (no matter
if the branch of decision X.003 or X.004 has been taken).
If we would now increase the acceleration to +k Aimax ,
decision X.005 checks whether the resulting velocity value
is greater or less than −k Vi max . If it is less, we know
that a simple acceleration increase brings the velocity value
back into its limits, but we have to make sure, that it can
remain within these. For this purpose, decision X.006 checks
whether +k Vi max would be exceeded if we subsequently
decreased the acceleration value to zero. If this is not the case
(left branch), a simple PosLin profile segment, which applies
+k Jimax , complies with the requirements of eqns. (10)
and (11). Otherwise (right branch), we would increase the
acceleration value to a certain peak value, and subsequently
decrease it again, such that we would reach +k Vi max exactly
after the full decrease to zero (profile segment PosLinNegLin). The decisions X.007 and X.008 work analogously.
In the last step, we have to re-switch the signs again if they
have been switched before (decision X.009). Finally, we can
assure that the conditions of eqns. (10) and (11) are fulfilled
and will not be breached again, and we can continue with the
basic decision trees of the Type III, IV, or V OTG algorithm
as presented in [3].
Depending on the input values Wi (cf. Fig. 1) and in
correspondence to the intermediate acceleration profiles of
the decision tree shown in Fig. 2,
Λ ∈ {0, . . . , 5}

(12)

holds for the Types III – V. Once the Λ intermediate trajectory
segments are determined, they have to be parameterized. This
is also done in the same way as for the acceleration profiles
as described in [3], [4]. The resulting systems of equations
are of trivial nature and can be solved in a straightforward
way without any numerical problems.
IV. R ESULTS
This section discusses experimental results and the benefits
achieved with the extended variant of the Type IV OTG
algorithm. For comprehensiveness, we start with a simple
one-DOF example, and subsequently we apply the proposed
concept to a six-DOF robot manipulator.
A. Basic Example with a One-DOF System
For a better understanding, we illustrate the functionality
of the extended Type IV OTG algorithm by means of a

Fig. 3. Resulting Type IV trajectory at T0 for one DOF k generated with
the extended OTG algorithm presented in Sec. III for the given input values
of eqn. (13). The vertical dashed lines indicate the bounds of the single
trajectory segments, and the horizontal dotted lines indicate the kinematic
~ i.
motion constraints k B

concrete example with one DOF k only. Let us assume some
~ 0 at instant T0 = 0 ms:
given input values k W
k P0

=
=
=
=

−100 mm
−270 mm/s
−450 mm/s2
300 mm/s2

trgt
k P0
trgt
k V0
max
k V0
max
k J0

= 300 mm
= −100 mm/s
k V0
= 300 mm/s
k A0
max
= 900 mm/s3 .
k A0
(13)
After the calculation at the control cycle of T0 , the
~ 0 of
trajectory of Fig. 3 results from the input values k W
eqn. (13). In the first step, we select intermediate trajectory
segments by applying the decision tree of Fig. 2. Here, we
would take the following path:
X.001 → Change of signs → X.002 → N egLin →
X.003
→
N egLin
→
Change of signs
→
X.005 → X.007 → P osLinHld → X.009 →
Basic decision tree of Type IV .
This example results in Λ = 4 intermediate trajectory
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segments (cf. Fig. 2):
N egLin =⇒ P osLin One segment
N egLin =⇒ P osLin One segment
P osLinHld
Two segments



1
~ 0 (t), 1k V0 
km
2
~ 0 (t), 2k V0
km
3
~ 0 (t), 3k V0 ,
km
4
~ 0 (t), 4k V0 .
km

At T0 , both conditions, eqns. (10) and (11), are not
fulfilled. These Λ = 4 trajectory segments lead to a new
(Λ+1)
state of motion Λ
~ 0(
km
k t0 ), which satisfies eqns. (10) and
(11), and we can execute the basic Type IV decision tree of
[3]. The result of this tree is that P osT rapZeroN egT rap
acceleration profile is required for the time optimal solution;
the corresponding nonlinear system of equations can be
set up and solved to get all trajectory parameters k Mi (t).
Finally, we obtain L = 4 + 7 = 11 trajectory segments,
whereas the fifth segment is actually not existent, because
5
5
max
, and, thus, 5k t0 ≡ 6k t0 holds (cf. Fig. 3).
k a0 k t0 = k Ai
B. Real-World Experimental Results
To highlight the practical relevance of the method proposed in this paper, we now discuss real-world experimental
results and show, how the extended OTG algorithm can be
applied in a hybrid switched-system for robot motion control.
For the experiments, the same hardware setup as described
in [3] has been used: The original controller of a sixjoint Stäubli RX60 industrial manipulator [16] was replaced,
and the frequency inverters were directly interfaced. Three
PCs running with QNX [17] as real-time operating system
perform a control rate of 10 KHz for the joint controllers; a
hybrid switched-system controller is used for Cartesian space
control and runs at a frequency of 1 KHz.
If we consider the actuator space control scheme as
Lyapunov stable [18], we can focus on the task space control
scheme, which contains the hybrid switched-system, and
the on-line trajectory generation submodule. Especially, the
works of Branicky [19], [20] and Liberzon [21], [22] provide
elementary concepts to develop and analyze hybrid switchedsystem control techniques. In particular, the stability analysis
is of fundamental interest here, because the stability of a
switched-system cannot be assured by the stability of each
single sub-controller. Proving the stability of hybrid switching systems can be extremely difficult and many researchers
are working on analyzing such stability questions. Brockett
[23] explains this subject for motion control systems. Žefran
and Burdick [24], [25] suggest an approach, in which a
system with changing dynamics is considered, and a hybrid
controller is designed for handling the system in different
“regimes” of dynamics. One essential benefit of the OTG
submodule is that it can take over control at any time and in
any state of motion to stabilize the system, if the underlying
trajectory-tracking controller is stable.
Here, we consider a hybrid switched robot motion control system with six DOFs { x, y, z, xj, yj, zj} [26]; the
results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Starting with a sensorguided motion of a simple PID zero-force controller [1], the

Fig. 4. Position, velocity, and acceleration progressions. The switching
from sensor-guided robot motion control to trajectory-following control
happened at t = 662 ms as the some acceleration values exceeded their
maximum values (cf. eqn. (14)). All six trajectories coinstantaneously reach
their desired target state of motion at TN = 2816 ms. Fig. 5 depicts these
trajectories in the velocity-acceleration-plane of the state space (cf. [26]).

system detects that the acceleration amplitudes exceed
max
k Ai

= 500 mm/s2 ∀ (k, i) ∈ { x, y, z} × Z

= 500 ◦ /s2 ∀ (k, i) ∈ { xj, yj, zj} × Z
(14)
n
o
for z, xj, zj at t = 662 ms. It is essential that appromax
k Ai

priate input parameters Mitrgt and Mitrgt are setup in the
moment of switching from sensor-guided motion control to
~ max may be calculated from
trajectory-following control. A
i
~ max commonly is given
the local forward dynamics [27], V
i
through mechanical system properties, and J~imax may be
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V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Corresponding to Fig. 4, this diagram illustrates the six trajectories from the moment of switching on (i.e., in the interval 662 ms ≤
t ≤ 2816 ms). All trajectories terminate in an equilibrium point of the
underlying control loops (cf. [26]).

setup with regard to the current task again. The simplest
way to setup Mitrgt would be to choose
~ trgt = ~0
V
i

and

~ trgt = ~0
A
i

∀i ∈ Z

(15)

again. The desired pose P~itrgt should be set to a safe pose
in workspace, such that no collisions and no singularities
occur during the motion. Depending on the task, it can also
be reasonable to specify a desired target velocity vector
~ trgt 6= ~0 in space (e.g., in order to synchronize the system
V
i
with cooperating one or to achieve a defined state of motion
from which a safe motion can be continued).
Fig. 4 depicts the position, velocity, and acceleration
progressions for all six DOFs { x, y, z, xj, yj, zj}, and
Fig. 5 displays the corresponding trajectories the velocityacceleration-plane of the state space from the moment of
switching on. As one can clearly see in Fig. 4, the trajectories
of all six DOFs are continuous, and they reach their desired
target state of motion Mitrgt coinstantaneously at TN =
2816 ms. Furthermore, Fig. 5 shows that all six trajectories
terminate in an equilibrium point of the inner control loops as
eqn. (15) was applied in this experiment (i.e., it is a Type III
trajectory, cf. [3], [4]). Furthermore, it would also be possible
to switch only a selection of DOFs instead of all DOFs.
The reason, why only results with decreasing motion
constraints are shown, is that this case is more demanding,
and increasing values can already be handled by the former
algorithm of [3], [4]. For the reason of clarity, only these
simple examples have been chosen for the simulation and
real-world experimental results.
Due to the concept proposed in this paper, we are now
able to instantaneously switch to state feedback control, that
is, control performed by the extended OTG algorithm, in
order to stabilize the system and continuously guide it to a
safe pose. As proposed in [26], this concept may be used
to stabilize hybrid switched-systems in a very general way,
as the OTG algorithms can take over control from arbitrary
states of motion at unforeseen instants.

The class of on-line trajectory generation algorithms described in [3] was extended, such that time-variant kinematic
motion constraints can be applied to the algorithms. An
additional decision tree is required to be applied upstream
of the basic decision trees; if necessary, this tree selects
intermediate motion profiles to be executed prior to the
ones of the basic algorithm. As an example, this tree was
derived for algorithm Types III – V, which generate jerklimited motion trajectories.
Such an extended OTG algorithm enables users to online increase or decrease the values of kinematic motion
constraints; motion trajectory parameters can be adapted online, and the system reacts to the change within one control
cycle (commonly a millisecond or less). If used as a control
submodule in a hybrid switched-system, the extended OTG
algorithm can be used as a state feedback controller, which is
available even if sensors fail. Real-world experimental results
have shown how the extended algorithm can be used in a
hybrid switched-system. Furthermore, instantaneous switchings between state spaces and reference frames at unforeseen
instants become possible, and it is also a prerequisite for the
embedding of robot dynamics, which is part of the future
work to be done in this research direction.
A PPENDIX
This extension of the OTG Framework has become part
of the Reflexxes Motion Libraries [28], which can be downloaded from [29].
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